
WINE LIST



Indulge in exquisite flavours with our Connoisseur wine list . The Armour family has 
carefully handpicked some of the finest wines that South Africa’s wine valley has to 
offer. These wines were carefully selected to perfectly blend with our fine-dining 
dishes, showcasing the beautiful harmony between the two.

WHITE WINE

The Berrio Weather Girl Elim                                 355
a class leading white bordeaux inspired blend of sauvignon blanc and semillon 
from the most southern wine producing region in south africa, elim, situated a 
stone’s throw away from cape agulhas. an elegant blend of white pear and 
quince with a hint of lime. a creamy sensation on the palate with a crisp finish.

Ataraxia Chardonnay  Hermanus                               655
in the most accurate and faithful way possible, our unapologetically wooded 
white wine mirrors the terroir in which our chardonnay vines are grown. in 
other words, it is an expression of the low vigour, stony, clay-rich bokkeveld 
shale derived soils and the heavily maritime-influenced climate. made using 
uncomplicated (not simple) winemaking techniques, this is an athletic, chiselled 
and precise wine. it embraces the very adult tastes of salinity, brininess and 
minerality, all of which are the hallmarks of the great and classic white 
wines of the world.

RED WINE

Lyngrove Platinum Pinotage Stellenbosch                         445
the platinum range showcases the finest barrels of red wine from the 
lyngrove cellar. it represents the soul and character of lyngrove and expresses 
classic structure and exceptional ageing potential. a proudly south african 
wine variety, pinotage was developed in the 1920’s by abraham perold by 
cross pollinating pinot noir and hermitage (aka cinsault). this wine offers 
aromas of fresh berry compote with notes of cinnamon, coconut milk and 
vanilla. full rounded palate with cherry and spice, supported by sweet oak 
and spicy flavours that linger through to the velvet finish. 

Thelema Merlot Stellenbosch                                 455
leave it to a stellenbosch icon to show that merlot can be taken very seriously 
in south africa. a fine example of this noble, bordeaux variety. the wine shows 
bright, red fruit and hints of spice on the nose, with concentrated flavours on 
the palate and soft, polished tannins. hints of dark chocolate complete this 
wonderfully balanced wine.

Rijks Pinotage Shiraz  Tulbagh                                670
rich and intense red colour. vibrant and complex nose of mulberry, dark 
chocolate and some hints of fynbos perfume. pinotage adds the fruit and 
richness, while shiraz adds the structure and spice. the mid palette is creamy 
and finishes with well-rounded mature tannins. well-integrated oak lends 
subtle wood spices which compliment the fruit.

Waterford Cabernet Sauvignon Stellenbosch                       875
over two decades of producing this estate wine, the wine is ever increasing in 
quality and becoming more consistent in expressing the terroir of the 
helderberg mountains. wine shows off pure fruit and earthy notes complimented
by a classical pencil lead aroma. a typical dry tannin structure with a 
seamless balance to finish. a true stellenbosch classic!

CONNOISSEURS SELECTION

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NOT SERVED TO PERSONS UNDER 18.
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CHAMPAGNE

Moët & Chandon Nectar Impérial  Épernay, France                    1495
exotic-rich-lively | nectar impérial is a delicious expression of the 
moët and chandon style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness, 
its seductive palate and its elegant maturity.

MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE

Rijks Brut  Tulbagh                                       450
the nose shows lovely freshness of lemon zest and lightly toasted brioche.  
imparts a gentle explosion of bubbles and leaves a long finish.

SPARKLING WINE

Overhex Sweet Temptation Sparkling Rosé Worcester                  230
a salmon pink colour with sweet fruit flavours of raspberries, 
cherries and strawberries.

Lyngrove Brut Sparkling Stellenbosch                           250
delicious sparkling wine with fruity aromas of pear, pineapple and 
citrus. enjoy this wine chilled as an aperitif or pair with fragrant 
salads or seafood.

SAUVIGNON BLANC

Cape Atlantic Cederberg                               50   180
a sauvignon blanc filled with aromas of tropical fruit flavours, also 
hints of white pear with grassy notes coming through. a crisp wine 
with lingering fruit flavours and a mouth-watering, zesty lime acidity.

Overhex Balance Worcester                                  190
very pale green hue, deliciously vibrant aromatics that infuse rich 
ripe peach and pineapple with hints of asparagus. this wine is 
beautifully complimented by crisp natural acidity. 

Kaapzicht Stellenbosch                                    195
green apple, freshly cut grass & lime aromatics interplay with 
punchy tropical fruit and fresh figs. fresh and vibrant with a brisk 
acidity that makes for a dry finish.

Waterford 2017 Pecan Stream Sauvignon Blanc Stellenbosch         65   240
a sauvignon blanc representing the more tropical style. shaped 
around fresh fruit aromas such as granadilla, pear and apple with 
hints of peach and gooseberry.  the palate expresses great purity 
in fruit and a softer acidity compared to a more typical sauvignon blanc. 

First Sighting Western Cape                                 260  
a wonderfully refreshing wine with a tropical and citrus fruit nose, a 
full crisp palate and typically expressive notes of buchu and minerality.

Thelema Stellenbosch                                 75   285
a typical thelema sauvignon blanc - lovely fresh melon and 
grapefruit flavours, with a full zesty palate that is perfectly balanced.

WINES 185ml

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NOT SERVED TO PERSONS UNDER 18.
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CHARDONNAY

Newton Johnson Felicite Chardonnay  Hermanus                    230
a crisp style wine highlighting pretty floral aromas and 
uncomplicated fresh peach flavours.

Thelema Mountain Vineyards “Sutherland” Unwooded Stellenbosch     70   250 
fresh and zesty, this unwooded style of chardonnay has amazing 
citrus aroma, a touch of creamy peach on the palate and a 
beautiful long finish.

CHENIN BLANC

Kaapzicht Stellenbosch                                    190
ripe quince, pineapple and stone fruit with some interesting savoury 
undertones. lightly textured palate, with a hint of sweetness and 
balancing crunchy acid, results in a brisk finish.

Painted Wolf “Den” Paarl                                   230
a lively, full bodied wine with fresh vibrant flavours of creamy apple
and lemon. this chenin blanc has a lovely texture and long finish with 
enough acidity to keep it really fresh and vibrant.

Overhex Survivor Worcester                                 330
a barrel fermented chenin blanc that rewards with a medley of 
apricot and peach flavours. showing excellent oak integration and 
a fresh lime zest finish.

WHITE BLENDS

Darling Cellars Sweet Darling Darling                        50   175
a wine with many layers of tropical hints, honey and pear notes 
on the nose.

TSW The Search  Overberg                                  225
the chenin imparts perfumed fruit, the semillon provides a plush, 
creamy palate and the sauvignon blanc gives a crisp, fresh acidity.

BLANC de NOIR & ROSÉ

Dawn Patrol Rosé Kommetjie                                220
100% swartland cinsault. notes of wild strawberries and mouth 
watering pomegranate flavours with a fantastic dry finish

Painted Wolf “Den” Dry Pinotage Rosé Paarl                   65   230
a bright, fruity wine with strawberry, cherry and cranberry flavours, 
a gentle, underlying minerality and a fresh lingering finish. 

185ml

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NOT SERVED TO PERSONS UNDER 18.
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Painted Wolf “Den” Paarl                                   230
a wine with spice, deep red fruit and toasty oak aromas with a 
solid long finish.

Lyngrove Stellenbosch                                     295
classic cabernet nose with black current and notes of cedar, 
tobacco and liquorice spice. fruity core and fine grained tannins.  
a long savoury finish rounds off this beautifully balanced wine.

Warwick First Lady Stellenbosch                               325
it is a concentrated, dark ruby red in colour. on the nose you will 
find a range of notes: bramble berries, cloves, star anise, cracked 
black pepper, thyme and delectable dark chocolate.

SHIRAZ / SYRAH

Painted Wolf “Den” Paarl                                   230
medium to full bodied with spicy black cherry and black berry fruit, 
chewy savoury mild palate and evident wood flavours.

Hartenberg “Doorkeeper” Stellenbosch                          270 
beautiful cedar and oak top notes on bouquet entry. also aromas of 
cherry, dark chocolate and spice. the elegant palate is packed with 
berries, more wood spice and fine dry tannins make for a long finish.

MERLOT

Cape Atlantic Cederberg                               50   190
this merlot has a palate containing red fruit upfront, leading to 
darker notes of berries such as mulberries. this wine is medium in 
body with a refreshing and grippy finish. 

Cloof Bushvine Darling                                    190
a bold fruity merlot with unrestrained black current flavours. a 
medium bodied wine with subtle tannins.

Lyngrove Stellenbosch                                     230
classic style of merlot with loads of soft red berries on the nose 
and palate, with a smooth velvety tannin structure. easy drinking 
wine with fresh acidity and lingering spices on the finish.

Villiera Stellenbosch                                      325
the colour of the wine is brilliant red. on the palate the wine is rich 
and full with juicy soft tannins and good acidity. the wine has a long 
finish but is drinkable at present.

185ml

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NOT SERVED TO PERSONS UNDER 18.
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PINOTAGE

Painted Wolf “Den” Paarl                                   230
the palate is medium-bodied with chewy black fruit, provençal herbs
and fennel. leading to a nicely poised finish.

Beyerskloof Stellenbosch                                   300
the beyerskloof pinotage boasts with being south africa's most popular 
pinotage, and it's no wonder. this wine has shown a fruity and enjoyable 
consistency year after year. classic pinotage. a wine made to enjoy, to 
drink at any occasion.

Rijks Touch of Oak Tulbagh                                  340
the nose explodes with aromas of cranberry and subtle hints of 
mulberry and spice. the lively palate is rich and creamy and finishes 
with smooth and well matured tannins.

RED BLENDS

Bruce Jack Pino/Malbec  Napier                                190 
fresh, intense cherry and dark chocolate aromas. the juicy soft palate
is framed by warming vanilla and a touch of oak

Overhex Balance Dry Red Worcester                        60   215
intense red hues, a well-structured velvety smooth wine with 
generous flavours of ripe berry and nut with a hint of oak.

Kaapzicht Kaleidoscope Red Stellenbosch                         235
the palate is broad, with red fruited accessibility, the property’s 
signature structure and firm tannins.  medium bodied.

Waterford Pebblehill Helderberg Rural                           270
this wine demonstrates some mediterranean boldness with fruit driven 
scents of plums and cherries alongside cloves, leather and spice.  the 
palate is seductive with ample dark red fruit flavours, structured tannin 
with a balanced acidity.

185ml

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NOT SERVED TO PERSONS UNDER 18.


